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Quad Elrte QSP (frzoo)

Quad's unsung 909 has been replaced with a nearly-identical, subtly improved model:
is the Elite QSP a worthy successor to a line born of the legend ary 4O5?
Review: Ken Kessler Lab: Paul Miller

odesty forbids me for taking
credit, but a colleague with
insider knowledge of the
second-hand h i-fi market said

that the Quad 909 stereo power amp has
shot up in demand, if not in price. Mea
culpa, perhaps, as ldid suggest in these
pages last June that it was something we
should not have taken for granted. lt was,
even at the final retail figure of 8999, a
stupendous bargain.

By then, however, it was - ljke The
Eagles once sang - already gone, though
some could still be found in the shops,
with a few reduced to as little as f799.
What a gift! To recap: it was a circa '140W

powerhouse descending directly from
the current-dumping 405 of 1975. lt was
beautifully made, compact, dependable,
powerf ul and genuinely great-sounding.
ln other words, it upheld every one of the
traditions of solid-state Quad power amps
back to the 303.

When I wrote the 909's obituary,
we were told not to despair, for its
replacement was waiting in the wings.
to follow the initial launch of the Elite
range. Now it is here, and - like the
next model in the Porsche 911 family or
Leica l\.4-Series - it's more of the same,
but improved: instantly recognisable,
addressing the same product description
or niche, and above all showing the upside
of evolutionary improvements. (Before
the Porsche-philes among you tell me of
one or two missteps in the 9 i 1's lineage,
or the Leica-istas remind me of the fairly/
unlairly-maligned N,,15, I do realise that
replacements can often prove to be
retrograde steps, This is not one ot them.)

QSP stands for'Quad Stereo Powef
I'd have prefefied a more traditional,
three-digit-with-a-zero-in-the-middle
designation, but, logically,'909' would
have to have been followed by a clumsy
''10010', so QSP will have to do. Name

RIGHtr: One large toroidal transformer, with
multiple secondary windings, feeds separate L/ R

power supplies. The cuFentdumping output
stages are concealed by alloy heatsinking

aside, there is no mistaking what the
charcoal-and-black QSP replaces.

It remains compact, subtly handsome
and nicely chunky, iLs weight a reassuring
12.5k9. Minimalism determines its lack
of external distractions - aside from the
addition of a much-needed front panel on/
off switch (though the main power switch
stays on the back), the lascia contains only
the Quad logo and an LED that goes from
red in standby to white when powered.

IMPROVED SCREEMNG
No surprises at the rear, as the back
panel's accoutrements are identical to
those of the 909: multi-way binding
posts, Q[JADlink in-and-out plus standard
phono inputs, IEC mains in, a reset button
should the protection circuitry kick in, and
a rocker for primary power-on/off. The
only change to the back is that it is now
flush to the cabinet edges; on the 909,
the socketry was in a slight recess, and
theretore more awkward to access.

Any changes that might alter
performance take place inside, given that
the external tidying is wholly aesthetic.
According to the manufacturer, the areas
on which they focused in the process of
improving the sweet little 909 included a

study of the internal screening techniques
to improve crosstalk and 'the flow ol
magnetic fields'. lnside, then, are revised
PCB layouts, better screening lor the sjgnal
paths, a custom-made transformer and
improved shielding against mains-borne
interference. And sure enough, side-by-side
comparisons prove the QSP to be a tad
quieter than its daddy.

One improvement that will be
welcomed by those who do choose to
trade in their 909s for QSP5 is lower
electricity consumption when idle. lwas
always bothered by the warmth of the 909
when in standby. The Elite QSP in standby
is said to consume less than one watt. This
'sleeping' mode is accessed by the front
panel button for those who either don't
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have Quad preamps, or who do have Quad
models including both the new Elite units
and earlier QUADlink-equipped models like

the CDP ll, but who prefer not to use the
QUADlink proprietary cable system.

One ,s advised to use it because

QUAD!ink carries both balanced audio
and control signals. That translates into
better sound and greater convenience. lf
you do use QUADlink, on/off for the QSP

is solely through the Elite or 99 preamp
or CD player/preamp, or their remotes.
cable fanatics will stick to the RCA phono
connection 50 they can dabble, etc.

@ewnoouornrsson
Housed in a cast aluminium chassis, the
Elite QSP is 5pecified as 14owich into
Sohm and is also conceived as a natural
match for the company's electrostatics. I

simply slotted it into my pre-existing set-up
ot 99 cDP ll, 99 Preamp and 909, driving
LS3/5As, as well as listening with the Audio
Research REF5 preamp, feeds from assorted

iPods via cambridqe Audio digital devices,
and with other speakers including Wilson
Sophia 3s and Tannoy l\.4ini Autographs.

Let's get this out of the way: not only
is the QSP able to drive all of the above,
it even seems to me a touch 'louder'than
the 909 - though that may strike some
as preposterous given the nearly identical
Lab Report measurements. Using the
admittedly coarse and
arbitrary preamps' digital
read-outs as indicators of
dialling in the playback
levels, I set them one
or two 'units' lower at
certain points in the scale.

It's not significant enough
to suggest something

'The QSP held

AEOVE: A logical and lvholly appropriate
e\rolution frcm the slyling of the 909, the nearly

identical QSP also adds a front panel button for
pla.ing the unit in standby mode

gain5, for they are truly subtle. With Keb'
Mo's bottleneck guitarwork on his debut
release (l used the MoFi SACD) there was a

minuscule shift between the emphasis on
metallic resonance and
pure liquidity. Testing
the openings of 'Come
On ln L4y Kitchen'and
'She Just Wants To

Dance' to hear how the
balance tipped: the 909
was more fluid, the QsP
more detailed,

it together, right
to the closing

cowbell'

First demonstrated in 1975, Peter Walker's 'Current Dumping' or 'feed forward'
output stage topology would go on to detine Quad's tamous 405 power amp and

stir a debate about its efficacy that continues in some quarters to this day. ln

many respects, and by combining high efficiency with low distortion, the original
current dumping amp was decades ahead ot today's 'green' offerings- This

win-win is achieved by combining a relatively blunt but high power class B amp
with a very low power but equally low distortion Class A line amp that delines

the overall linearity of the circuit- Distortion is reduced in conventional fashion

by a feedback loop atound both the line amP and Class B current dumpers, the
compensated output ol the former driving the lafter. However' Performance is

improved stilt lurther by delivering a portion of this signal directly to the outPut
(hence'feed forward'l via a passive bridge network' theoretically cancelling any

residual distortion. our lab tests show that the QSP'S current dumping output
offers a low and unchanging distortion from very low to high power outputs -
impossible from a conventional zero-bias Class B amp. PM

stupid like, 'The QSP blows away the 909',
because it obviously doesn't. But there
does appear to be a teensy change in the
way the gain increases.

Sonically, you really do need to hear the
QSP side-by-side with a 909 to gauge any

Having heard enough live bottleneck
blues to know that there's an even qreater

difference between makes of guitar or
strings than lheard there, lwould not
describe it as 'game-changing'. For the
truly fastidious, it's more a matter of
personal preference and system synergy.

Less subtle is the same disc's Am I

Wrong , with its marvellous foot-stomping
lower register beneath the twanging guitar
and rich vocals. lt's the foundation of the
track, the rhythm and mass all provided by

a./aws-like ominousness. Both amps shared
the same extension and mass, but the QSP

had marginally tighter control of the decay.

ln either case, the sound was rewarding,
convincing and downright chilling, but
one suspects that playback through huge
systems with a brace of I2in woofers
per side might benelit from the added
command of the QsP.

As most of my listening for pleasure

(rather than reviewing) involves LS3/5As

in the near-field, and because lthrive
on vocals, I was mainly concerned with o
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QUAD ELITE QSP (f 12OO)

ABOVE: Ofiedng precisely the same inputs and layout as the 909, the QSP changes
the rear panel only by doing away with fu predecesso/s recessed centre section

ln answer to the question on lhe lips of every audrophile
'how does the QSP compare to the 909?', I'm bound to say
'veryclosely indeed'. ln performance terms, the two arevery
s;milar, with the QSP behavjng like a slightly polished 909
albeitoffe ng an identical +33.1d8 overall gain. I €ompared
the QC Suite reports for both lthe 909 measured in Oct '07]
with the following observations - poweroutput 155W260W
versus lssw/2s5w l8/4ohm,909 vs. QSP)and dynamic power
output 155W85W versus 195W1 10W (2/l ohm) indicating
that rhe QSP rs tust slightly more load lolerant if no more
powerful in practice lsee Craph ], belowl.Then there's the
909's characteristically rolled'off f requency response that
hit -o.6dB/20kHz and -7.ldB/100kH2. ls the OSP a flatter
'widebandwidth'design? Not a chance as the -0.65dB/20kHz
to -8.2dB/100kHz could barely be €loser despite it enjoying a
slightly lower output impedance of "0.0l5ohm vs. -0.022ohm.

Of course, if the 909 was not broken thentheQSPneed
not seel to be a 'fix , srmply a relinement. Oflce agarn we
see that wonderfu lly consistent distortion trend,locked to a

mere -0.0025%from lWto 140W but lowerthan the equally
consistent -0.004% achieved bythe 909. Ve6us frequency, the
QSP also offers slightly lower d istortion, 0.000 7-0.01 9% from
20Hz-2okHz lsee Craph 2, below]compared with 0.002-
0.075% managed bythe 909. Noise, too, is appreciably lower
throuqh the QSPwhich delivers an A-wtd S/N ratio of 89.3d8
(or 1 1'ldB at 140\ 4 versus the 909's 83dB (re. 0dBW). Readers
are invited to view an in-depth QC Suite report for Quad's QSP
power amplifier by navigating to www.hifinews.co.uk and
clicking on the red'download'button. PM
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ABOVE: Dynamic power versus distortion into 8ohm

{black trace),4ohm (red),2ohm (cyanl and lohm
(green)speaker loads

E
ABOVE: Distortion versus extended frequency from
5Hz'40kHz re. 10W/8ohm, left (black)and right (red)

whether or not the QSP preserved
the midband of the 909. Nothing
beats an LS3/5A 30in away from you,
acting like headphones, to ensure
that you hear every nuance. Hoary
old Tony Bennett mono material
from the 1950s, followed by the
brand-new Duets /i (with Amy
Winehouse's final performance),
revealed how the years have
affected the last of the great ltalo-
American crooners.

Needless to say, his vojce is now
richer, more textured, his delivery
less histrionic. llove both vintages
I'm not sure he can still deliver the
operatic stretches of, say,'Boulevard
Of Broken Dreams', but he has no
problem stealing the show lrom all
oI his much younqer collaborators.
Like the 909, the QSP had no trouble
both contrasting and meshing the
interplay between Bennett and
Willie Nelson, sheryl crow, a hyper-
active Aretha Franklin and the rest,
Sheer class, the ultra-quiet moments
highlighting the QSP's closer
approximation of 'silent running'
than its forebear.

A WI{ISPER MORE AIR
It's clear that Ms Winehouse once
had the potentialto be a giant of
NinaiDinah/Etta proportion. As she
and Bennett were in the same room
when they recorded, unljke many
of Sinatra's so-called 'duets', it's
equally clear that the old pro was
impressed by this diamond-in-the-
rough and her uncanny impression
of Billie Holiday. The 909 captured
the interplay beautifully, their voices
contrasted by utterly disparate
textures. Moving to the QSP, a

whisper of more air, more detail
could be detected. The net effect

depressed me even further about
the singer's premature demise.

Needing some cheering up, I

turned to the Youngbloods' createst
Hlts, specifically 'The Wine Song'.
It features a delightfully watery
electric piano stage left, twanging
guitar stage right and jesse Colin
Young's stellar vocals inbetween.
Lots going on, each in its own space,
complex multi-vojce backing... it
could so easily turn chaotic. The

QSP held it together, right to the
closing cowbell. Coherent? I have
no idea how many tracks were used
in its creation, but the sonic event
balanced the precise positioning of
the various instruments and voices,
with wildly varying textures, and
nothing jarred.

For me, that's the ideal situation
if one wants both coherence and
continuity, allied to the recovery of
microscopic detail it allows you to
either drift off into musical bliss or
to focus with the intensity of, well,
an audiophile. Ll

lf there can be a 'perfect
replacement' for a departed
model, then the move from 909
to QSP is it. One might argue that
the 909's colour scheme was
more fetching, but that's trivial.
I'd buy one ot these in a heartbeat
if I needed a lot of power, smooth
sound, and reliability, and had a
budget of under f1500. And I'd
spend the €300 I'd saved on a
1988 Sassicaia to celebrate the
wisdom of my purchase.
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